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SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:

1. Section checked and confirmed to comply with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
2. Changed all of the references to Resident Engineer or NCA Inspector to “RE/COR”.
3. Modified specification overall format to be "outline" style instead of "narrative".
4. Added Paragraph 1.4 SUSTAINABILITY REQUIREMENTS with link to listing of USDA biopreferred product categories and blended cement for environmental enhancements.
5. Added paragraph 1.5 REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR RECYCLED CONTENT
6. Renumbered the paragraphs after additions.
7. Modified language in Paragraph 1.6.B (QUALITY ASSURANCE) to clarify that a written certification from a licensed Structural Engineer is required.
8. Modified Paragraph 1.6.E to clarify the requirements that were indicated previously.
9. Modified all of the Imperial dimensions indicated so they are shown in parenthese with the hard metric dimensions shown immediately in front of the Imperial dimensions. (Hard Metric dimensions are the rounded metric dimension that is close to the Imperial dimension.)
10. Modified Paragraph 1.7 DESIGN CRITERIA, Sub-paragraph A.1.b. to allow riser bars.
11. Modified Paragraph 1.7. A.3 to include patching and repair provisions approved by the Structural Engineer.
12. Modified Paragraph 1.7.A.5 to clarify removal tool use.
13. Modified Paragraph 1.7.G.2 clarified applicability to both styles of casket risers.
14. Modified Paragraph 1.10.B to clarify acceptable storage conditions at the site.
15. Modified Paragraph 2.1.D.1 by adding information on the use of approved spray paint on the interior numbers only.
16. Added new Paragraph 3.7.A describing the surveyor certification process prior to backfilling operations between the crypts.
17. Modified the new Paragraph 3.7.F to include additional information on determining suitable rounded and non-rounded stone be filling between the crypts. Modifications also included information on the use of larger (drainage style) stone in the gaps at the head and foot of the crypts, with specific conditions, to save specific natural resources (rounded stone), and not change the functionality of the installation.